1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Nanoparticles possessing magneto-plasmonic bifunctionality have recently emerged as an innovative tool in biomedicine. Magnetic nanoparticles can be used to guide drug delivery, provide contrast in magnetic imaging, and generate heat via an alternating magnetic field,^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ while plasmonic particles are used for optical imaging, sensing, and drug delivery.^[@ref3]^ These two properties can be combined for specific applications utilizing bifunctional magneto-plasmonic nanoparticles, including magnetic resonance imaging,^[@ref4]^ magnetic hyperthermia therapy,^[@ref5]^ and detection of tumor cells.^[@ref6],[@ref7]^

Chemical growth techniques^[@ref1]^ are most commonly utilized for fabricating magneto-plasmonic nanoparticles; however, another highly robust technique exists: pulsed laser-induced dewetting (PLiD).^[@ref8]−[@ref11]^ PLiD exploits the inherent metastability of a metallic thin film on a substrate. Rapid heating of the thin film (typically less than 20 nm thick), via a nanosecond pulsed laser, generates a random array of spherical caps with a wetting angle dependent on substrate/film interactions. An added degree of control can be achieved by lithographically patterning the metal thin film prior to dewetting in order to design the size, spacing, and location of these nanoparticles.^[@ref12]−[@ref16]^ In lieu of lithography, the initial metal film thickness can be used to influence the resultant nanoparticle size, as thicker films yield a distribution with larger particles. While PLiD nanoparticles are typically exploited on substrates, it is envisaged that free nanoparticles can be released from the substrate via a post-etching or release process.

Nanoparticles exhibiting both plasmonic and magnetic properties have primarily been achieved using a noble metal, Au^[@ref1],[@ref2],[@ref5],[@ref7]^ or Ag,^[@ref17],[@ref18]^ and Fe~3--*x*~O~4~^[@ref1],[@ref2],[@ref5],[@ref7],[@ref17],[@ref18]^ or Co,^[@ref18]^ respectively. While much research has been conducted on single component metal dewetting, few studies have explored multicomponent dewetting.^[@ref19]−[@ref24]^ In a multi-component system, atomic interactions between dissimilar atoms create chemical instabilities that can compete or synergize with the dynamics observed in single component dewetting. While these interactions add complexity to the nanoparticle self-assembly dynamics, the enhanced functionality, such as bifunctional magneto-plasmonic nanoparticles, has stimulated several groups to explore PLiD of both miscible^[@ref25]^ and immiscible^[@ref23],[@ref26]^ bimetallic systems. The overarching goal is to understand the simultaneous hydrodynamic and chemical energy landscape to create intricate nanoparticle morphologies.

The binary material system investigated here, Ag--Ni, offers significant potential for magneto-plasmonic nanoparticles via PLiD for three primary reasons. First, the individual elemental properties are compelling, with Ag exhibiting strong plasmonic properties, and Ni being a high-moment ferromagnet. Second, both Ag and Ni are biocompatible, allowing their integration into medical treatments. Finally, the thermodynamic mixing behavior of Ag and Ni is interesting in that the alloy has very limited solid solubility with a liquid miscibility gap. Immiscibility across a large temperature range is expected to facilitate the emergence of complex particle morphologies during the liquid phase dewetting process. Depending on the initial film geometry, substrate, and laser heating conditions, various particle architectures can be achieved, including Janus, core--shell, homogeneously dispersed fine grains, and variations thereof.^[@ref27]^ Through an improved understanding of multicomponent dewetting, the size and chemical morphology can be tuned to generate specific magnetic and plasmonic properties.

Here, we sputter various thickness Ag~0.5~Ni~0.5~ thin films and expose them to 20 ns laser pulses to induce liquid-state dewetting of the films. We correlate the nanoparticle size distribution of the resultant nanoparticles to the as-deposited (AD) film thickness. We then compare the magnetic properties and optical properties of the AD thin films and the PLiD nanoparticle arrays. Finally, low-loss electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) for individual Ag--Ni Janus nanoparticles are measured, and the full plasmonic spectra are elucidated as a function of nanoparticle size.

2. Results and Discussion {#sec2}
=========================

2.1. Dewetting {#sec2.1}
--------------

As has been shown previously,^[@ref28]^ the AD co-sputtered Ag~0.5~Ni~0.5~ films are a nanogranular mixture of supersaturated Ag-rich and Ni-rich grains. The size distribution of the nanoparticles derived from PLiD for five initial film thicknesses is shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Because of differing resolution requirements, the nanoparticles resulting from the initial film thicknesses of 20 and 10 nm were analyzed with a scanning electron microscope on bulk substrates, while the 5, 3, and 2 nm samples required transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and thus were prepared on suspended membranes. As shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}f and as has been demonstrated in numerous materials, controlling the initial film thickness is a convenient tool to control the nanoparticle size, where thinner films produce smaller particles. Except for the 20 nm thick sample, the resultant PLiD nanoparticles exhibit a clear bimodal size distribution.

![(a--e) Particle size distribution of PLiD samples from the initial film thickness of 20, 10, 5, 3, and 2 nm. (f) Average particle size of the larger mode as a function of the initial film thickness.](ao0c02894_0001){#fig1}

The hydrodynamic evolution of liquid thin films has been studied in detail and is initiated by instabilities such as spinodal and homogeneous and heterogenous nucleation.^[@ref8],[@ref29]−[@ref33]^ Briefly, an instability is nucleated in the liquid film, which grows and intersects the substrate forming a hole, and a circular rim develops. The circular rims accelerate away from the hole center because of a balance of the capillary, inertial, and viscous forces. The circular rims intersect and form a web of rivulets, which subsequently break up into nanoparticles via a Rayleigh--Plateau-like instability mitigated by the substrate. The small nanoparticles typically result from satellite nanoparticles that form in long wavelength Rayleigh--Plateau instabilities.^[@ref16]^ Auspiciously, the larger mode should dominate the behavior of nanoparticle distribution because these particles dominate the overall material mass. While multilayer immiscible thin films^[@ref34]^ lead to interesting changes in the dewetting instability dynamics, we believe that the nanogranular mixture of supersaturated phases deposited here will obey a more rule-of-mixture during the early phase of the instability as chemical and hydrodynamic instabilities are operative. In future work we will explore this competition via both continuum and molecular dynamics approaches. For convenience in the remaining text, PLiD samples will be commonly referred to by their average sizes of the primary mode, where values 300, 180, 45, 20, and 8 nm are representative of the 20, 10, 5, 3, and 2 nm initial film thicknesses, respectively. As illustrated in the scanning TEM (STEM) image in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c,d (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c02894/suppl_file/ao0c02894_si_001.pdf), Figure S1, for enlarged view), a predominantly phase-separated Ag--Ni Janus nanoparticle morphology results from the PLiD versus the nanogranular supersaturated solution of the AD thin film.

2.2. Magnetic Measurements {#sec2.2}
--------------------------

To correlate the AD nanogranular mixture of Ag-rich and Ni-rich supersaturated solutions in the AD thin films to the phase-separated PLiD nanoparticles, magnetization versus magnetic field (*M*--*H*) curves of the AD Ag~0.5~Ni~0.5~ thin films (a,b) and nanoparticles generated by PLiD (c,d) are demonstrated in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The plots show the *M*--*H* results for thin films at 300 K (a,c) and 1.9 K (b,d). The five curves correspond to the different AD film thicknesses (a,b), which correlate to a peak in the nanoparticle size distribution (c,d), as illustrated in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![(a,b) Moment vs field plots measured at 300 and 1.9 K for the AD films and the (c,d) PLiD nanoparticles also at 300 and 1.9 K.](ao0c02894_0002){#fig2}

Excluding the 2 nm thick film, which has a signal below the noise level of the vibrating sample magnetometer, all AD films ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c) are superparamagnetic at 300 K, as indicated by the closed hysteresis loop and sigmoidal field response. At 1.9 K ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b), the AD films behave as ferromagnets, with the 2 nm film demonstrating a slight diamagnetic tilt, likely from the substrate. Thus, it can be deduced that the blocking temperature, *T*~B~, is somewhere between these two temperatures. *M*--*H* results at additional temperatures (see Figure S2 in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c02894/suppl_file/ao0c02894_si_001.pdf)) indicate that *T*~B~ is approximately 200 K for the 20 nm film, 50 K for the 10 nm film, and 1.9 K for the 5 nm film.

Another trend observed, as shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b--d, is the establishment of an exchange bias in the hysteresis loops, such that they are not centered about the zero field. This is most likely an indication of oxidation at the surface of the nanoparticles and the AD film, which leads to the formation of the antiferromagnetic NiO phase. While the Néel temperature of NiO is far above room temperature (525 K), the thin surface oxide does not possess sufficient anisotropy to bias the hysteresis loop and is likely below its blocking temperature as well. Upon cooling, the thermal fluctuations become suppressed, stabilizing the ordering of the antiferromagnet and establishing the exchange bias.

At 300 K, [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c shows that the larger particles (180 and 300 nm) are ferromagnetic, as is evidenced by the open hysteresis loop. The behavior observed in the 45 nm particles, however, is much more subtle, as the measured coercivity is significantly reduced; the coercivity is on the order of 50 Oe (45 nm) compared to 600 Oe (180 nm) and 300 Oe (300 nm). The reduction in coercivity in the 45 nm sample is likely an indication that this particle size is near the single domain transition. For smaller particles, the reversal occurs by a coherent rotation mechanism, while larger particles reverse by a domain nucleation--propagation mechanism. There is an expected loss in coercivity as the reversal mechanism becomes coherent rotation, which is recovered in the multiple domain regime.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^

The two smallest nanoparticle distributions are superparamagnetic at 300 K, as indicated by the sigmoidal and closed hysteresis loops. In this regime, the product of the magnetic anisotropy and magnetic volume is comparable to the thermal energy, resulting in a coherent alignment of the moments within the nanoparticle but a lack of long-term stability of their collective orientation. Thus, it appears that at 300 K the superparamagnetic transition occurs somewhere between 20 and 45 nm in the bimetallic Ag~50~Ni~50~ nanoparticles. Pure Ni nanoparticles have been found to exhibit room-temperature superparamagnetism below a critical diameter of ≈30 nm which agrees well with the observed results.^[@ref36]^[Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d shows the *M*--*H* loops measured at 1.9 K and illustrates that at this temperature all the samples exhibit coercivity. This indicates that even for the 8 nm nanoparticles, the superparamagnetic-to-ferromagnetic transition occurs above 1.9 K.

As shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a--c, the *M*--*H* plots are included at test temperatures from 1.9 K up to 300 K for the 45, 20, and 8 nm PLID nanoparticles. The 8 nm particles demonstrate a clear superparamagnetic transition between 1.9 and 50 K, while the 20 nm particles have a transition between 150 and 200 K, and the 45 nm particles exhibit no superparamagnetic transition up to 300 K. To more accurately determine the blocking temperatures, [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d--f is a plot of the magnetic moment as a function of temperature for the 8, 20, and 45 nm particles. The zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) curves for the 8 nm sample are effectively indistinguishable except the lowest temperatures. The convergence of these curves indicates the magnetic blocking temperature and identifies it as residing in this low-temperature regime for the 8 nm sample. By comparison, the 20 and 45 nm samples, the ZFC/FC curves are separated until 200 and 400 K, respectively, owing to their larger effective magnetic volume. Above the blocking temperature, the sample behaves as a superparamagnet, with a closed hysteresis loop, which opens up to have a non-zero coercivity cooling through the blocking temperature. Indeed, this is observed in the coercivity loops, panels a--c, that for the 8 nm sample, only the coldest loop is open, for the 20 nm sample, the loop is open below 200 K, and for the 45 nm sample, the loop is open for all measured temperatures. Experimental values are compared against the calculated values, as determined by [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *K*~U~ is the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of nickel (5.7 × 10^3^ J/m^3^), *V* is the particle volume, *K*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant, τ is the observation time (2 s), and τ~0~ is the characteristic flipping time, assumed to be 10^--9^ s

![(a--c) Moment vs field plots as a function of testing temperature for nanoparticles with sizes of 8, 20, and 45 nm and (d--f) moment vs *T* plots showing the FC and ZFC for particle sizes of 8, 20, and 45 nm.](ao0c02894_0003){#fig3}

The calculated *T*~B~ for the 8 nm particles is 5 K, and therefore, the measurements starting at 2 K leave too little temperature range to resolve the "bump." This is consistent with [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d, which shows an up-swing in the *M*--*T* curve but no bump, and [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, which shows that at 1.9 K the nanoparticles are below *T*~B~. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}e demonstrates a much more pronounced peak, in this case at approximately 200 K, again in agreement with the corresponding *M*--*H* plot. However, the calculated value for *T*~B~ is lower at 80 K. The experimentally determined *T*~B~ will be sensitive to the largest particles, and therefore, it is not surprising that the experimental value is larger than the calculated. Finally, the 45 nm particles show no blocking temperature, even up to 400 K, consistent with [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c. Calculating *T*~B~ for the 45 nm particles indicates a temperature of 982 K, higher than the Currie temperature of Ni.

2.3. Optical Transmission {#sec2.3}
-------------------------

To correlate the AD nanogranular mixture of Ag-rich and Ni-rich supersaturated solutions in the AD thin films to the phase-separated PLiD nanoparticles, optical transmission spectroscopy measurements on AD films and PLiD nanoparticle arrays were also performed. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates optical absorption spectra for AD films (a) and PLiD samples (b). The AD films exhibit no plasmon peaks except in the 2 nm thick film, where a broad peak is observed at 425 nm (2.92 eV). Here, a peak is observed because the 2 nm thick film is not continuous and instead form isolated islands of materials. As film thickness increases, the film is continuous by 5 nm thick, and beyond this, the absorption increases because of the high imaginary index of refraction of both silver and nickel in this wavelength range.

![Transmission absorption spectra for (a) AD films denoted by their thicknesses and (b) PLiD samples denoted by their peaks in the resultant particle size distribution.](ao0c02894_0004){#fig4}

In the PLiD samples, all four particle diameters produce a plasmon peak in the range of 400--550 nm (3.10--2.25 eV). There is the expected blue-shift with decreasing particle diameter, as observed in EELS, from the 300 nm through the 45 nm nanoparticles. From 45 to 8 nm, there is a slight shift in the peak position back to lower energies; however, there is a significant degree of broadening observed for the 8 nm particles. This broadening obscures the location of the peak and is likely due to increased scattering from the extremely small size of the nanoparticles. The peak breadth of the 300, 180, and 45 nm samples is quite similar which is surprising due to the variation in particle size distribution, as observed in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

2.4. EELS {#sec2.4}
---------

In addition to absorption measurements of PLiD nanoparticle arrays, STEM and low-loss EELS were measured on several individual nanoparticles. The most commonly observed particle morphology revealed in the dark field scanning TEM is a Janus particle (see [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}e for high angle annular dark field STEM image). Interestingly, while the ensemble composition is ∼Ag~0.5~Ni~0.5~, the individual nanoparticle composition can vary based on the dewetting dynamics. The slower cooling time associated with the thin suspended membranes allows ample time for the kinetics to drive the particles to what appears to be an equilibrium Janus morphology. Low-loss EELS is a useful tool to measure the full plasmonic spectrum of plasmonic nanostructures. The Ag--Ni Janus particle morphology yields obvious differences when probing the two sides of a nanoparticle; the EELS spectra for the Ag and Ni sides as a function of particle diameter are included in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a,b. It is interesting to note that a relatively strong local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak is observed in the Ni hemispheres, which is not expected as Ni is plasmonically inactive. Sachan et al. noted in the Ag--Co/Fe system that narrow and intense plasmon peaks emerge on the ferromagnetic Co/Fe regions of Ag--Co/Fe nanoparticles produced via PLiD.^[@ref37]^ It was suggested^[@ref38]^ that the Ag region of the nanoparticle hybridizes with the magnetic Co/Fe region via either a dipole--dipole coupling or via a Fano-interference effect.

![(a) EELS spectra from a probe position on the Ag hemisphere as a function of particle size, (b) EELS spectra from a probe position on the Ni hemisphere as a function of particle size, (c) peak position of Ag and Ni dipole, and Ag quadrupole as a function of particle size, (d) EELS spectra for 90 nm particle probed at Ag and Ni ends, (e) STEM image of 90 nm Ag--Ni Janus particle, and (f--i) EELS spectrum images demonstrating the plasmon modes of the 90 nm particle shown in (e).](ao0c02894_0005){#fig5}

In the smallest nanoparticles, probing the Ag hemisphere excites two LSPR peaks beyond the Ag bulk plasmon (located at ≈3.8 eV): the dipole at 2.9 eV and the quasiplanar mode, which is a mixture of higher order modes with an energy of ≈3.5 eV. As particle size increases, the expected red-shift of the dipole peak occurs where the 129 nm nanoparticle exhibits a dipole peak at an energy of 1.9 eV. In addition to the dipole shift, as the particle size increases, the quadrupole first becomes distinguishable from the quasiplanar mode in the 90 nm nanoparticle and then also red-shifts at larger sizes. No other higher order modes emerge from the quasiplanar mode. When probing the Ag side of the 90 and 114 nm particles, the peak positions of the dipole, quadrupole, and quasiplanar modes are in very good agreement with the reported peak positions for a pure Ag 100 nm particle.^[@ref39]^

When probing the Ni side of the nanoparticles, there is an LSPR (dipole) that is slightly shifted to lower energy relative to the Ag dipole, which is consistent with the Ni dielectric constant. This approximate offset is maintained across all nanoparticle sizes. Because the Ni surface plasmon is significantly damped relative to the silver, identification of any modes beyond the dipole is much more challenging relative to the silver side. There is, however, an additional peak at ≈2.8 eV for the 129 nm particle when probed on the Ni side. The peak position of the Ag dipole and quadrupole, along with the Ni dipole is plotted as a function of particle size, as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c.

The individual point spectra for the Ag and Ni hemispheres of the 90 nm particle are included in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d (see Figure S3 in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c02894/suppl_file/ao0c02894_si_001.pdf) for STEM images). [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}e--i shows the HAADF STEM image of the 90 nm nanoparticle and the associated EELS maps for this particle to visualize the LSPR modes. Each map is associated with a specific energy window, and the color contrast indicates the relative intensity in the chosen energy range. The lowest energy map at 2.4 eV demonstrates the Ni dipole where the intensity is elevated all around the particle and is a maximum at the Ag and Ni ends; the peak on the Ag end is due to the fact that the Ag dipole peak has an appreciable signal at 2.4 eV. The Ag dipole, 2.6 eV, possesses a similar signature, however, the intensity is much lower on the Ni side. The final two maps ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}h,i) show the Ag quadrupole and the Ag quasiplanar modes. Both modes are brightest around the Ag hemisphere. The primary difference between the two modes is that the quadrupole near field extends farther from the nanoparticle surface, whereas the quasiplanar mode has a much stronger signature in the bulk.

3. Conclusions {#sec3}
==============

Magnetic and optical characterization has demonstrated that Ag--Ni nanoparticles fabricated via PLiD possess interesting magneto-plasmonic bifunctionality. The initially nanogranular continuous 2D thin films are composed of an Ag-enriched supersaturated solid solution and a Ni-enriched supersaturated solid solution. The Ag--Ni films form Ag--Ni nanoparticles on various substrates following photothermal nanosecond pulsed laser heating. Varying the thickness of the Ag~0.5~Ni~0.5~ thin films prior to dewetting provided good control over nanoparticle size distributions. By controlling the size of the nanoparticles, room-temperature magnetic properties can be tailored from ferromagnetic (\>20 nm) to superparamagnetic (\<20 nm). Additional trends, such as a transition from a single to multidomain magnetic regime, and the superparamagnetic transition temperature were also demonstrated. Optically, STEM EELS and optical absorption measurements show the expected trend of red-shifting the LSPR peak with the increasing nanoparticle size. The samples fabricated for STEM EELS demonstrated Ag--Ni Janus particles as the dominant nanoparticle morphology. These Janus nanoparticles were found to possess an LSPR dipole peak at an energy corresponding to both Ag and Ni, depending on the hemisphere where the sample is probed. The Ni hemispheres in general have more damped and lower energy LSPRs, whereas the stronger LSPRs in the Ag hemispheres exhibit a clear dipole, quadrupole, and quasiplanar modes at larger particle sizes.

4. Methods {#sec4}
==========

4.1. Materials {#sec4.1}
--------------

Ag~0.5~Ni~0.5~ thin films were synthesized via radio frequency magnetron co-sputtering. A base pressure of \<4 × 10^--7^ Torr was achieved for all samples, and sputtering was conducted at a pressure of 5 mTorr with an Ar flow rate of 25 sccm. Forward powers of 70 and 40 W were used for Ni and Ag targets, respectively, to ensure an ∼50/50 composition (confirmed via energy-dispersion X-ray spectroscopy). The AD film forms as a supersaturated nanocrystalline solid solution.^[@ref28]^

Films of 20, 10, 5, 3, and 2 nm were deposited on various substrates and tested AD as well as following PLiD. Magnetic samples were deposited on 100 mm diameter, 500 μm thick Si wafers coated with 100 nm of thermally grown SiO~2~ to act as thermal and chemical insulating layers. The samples prepared for optical transmission testing were deposited on 100 mm diameter, 500 μm thick quartz substrates. Finally, TEM and EELS samples were deposited on commercial 20 nm thick, 50 μm × 50 μm SiO~2~ membranes.

Nanoparticles were formed through PLiD using a krypton fluoride excimer laser with a wavelength of 248 nm. The laser has a Gaussian temporal distribution with a full width at half-maximum of ≈20 ns. The samples were subjected to 10 pulses with a fluence of approximately 170 mJ/cm^2^ for samples deposited on the 100 nm SiO~2~/silicon wafers, and 1 pulse at ≈50 mJ/cm^2^ on TEM membrane samples. Because of the significant difference in substrate heat conduction, more pulses at higher fluence were required for the 100 nm SiO~2~/silicon wafers to achieve a similar stage of dewetting as was achieved with a single pulse at lower fluence on the 20 nm SiO~2~ suspended membrane.

4.2. Vibrating Sample Magnetometer {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------

The magnetic properties of AgNi were characterized using a vibrating sample magnetometer on a PPMS DynaCool. The magnetization versus temperature curve was measured by ZFC and FC from 1.9 to 400 K with an external magnetic field of 50 Oe. The measurement time per point was 2 s. The magnetic hysteresis loop of the sample proceeded from −4000 to 4000 Oe at temperatures between 2 and 300 K.

4.3. Transmission {#sec4.3}
-----------------

Optical transmission spectroscopy was conducted on AD thin films and PLiD samples. A 10 mm aperture was used for the AD films, while a 1 mm aperture was used following laser treatment. The wavelength range of 200--1000 nm was used.

4.4. EELS {#sec4.4}
---------

Low-loss EELS and spectrum images were taken using a Nion aberration-corrected high-energy-resolution monochromated EELS--STEM operated at an accelerating voltage of 60 kV. The convergence and collection semiangles used for the spectrum acquisition were 30 and 15 mrad, respectively. The energy resolution (full width at half-maximum of the zero-loss peak) was approximately 20 meV. The EEL spectra presented in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} were normalized to the zero-loss peak.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c02894](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c02894?goto=supporting-info).Enlarged TEM images of 3 and 5 nm samples, STEM images of all nanoparticles measured for EELS, and magnetic hysteresis loops for 10 and 20 nm films as a function of testing temperature ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c02894/suppl_file/ao0c02894_si_001.pdf))
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